BLUES IN THE NIGHT
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

ALTO 1
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

2nd Bb Tenor Saxophone

Words by
JOHNNY MERCER

Music by
HAROLD ARLEN
Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER

Moderately Slow Swing  \( d=88 \)
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

Eb Baritone Saxophone

Words by
JOHNNY MERCER

Moderately Slow Swing  \( \text{d} = 88 \)

Music by
HAROLD ARLEN
Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

2nd Trombone

Words by
JOHNNY MERCER

Music by
HAROLD ARLEN
Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER

Moderately Slow Swing  \( \frac{3}{4} = 88 \)
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

3rd Trombone

Words by
JOHNNY MERCER

Music by
HAROLD ARLEN
Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER

Moderately Slow Swing  \( \text{d} = 88 \)
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

Words by
JOHNNY MERCER

Music by
HAROLD ARLEN
Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER

MODERATELY SLOW SWING  \( \text{d=88} \)
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

Words by
JOHNNY MERCER

Music by
HAROLD ARLEN

Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER

Moderately Slow Swing, \( j=88 \)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Bb9 & Bb9 & Ab9 & F9 & G9 & G7(\#13) & G9
\\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Bb9 & Eb9 & Bb9 & Ab9 & Dm9 & F9 & Eb9
\\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Bb9 & Eb9 & Bb9 & F9 & Gb9 & F9 & A9 & Bb9
\\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Bb9 & Eb9 & Bb9 & Ab9 & Dm9 & F9 & Eb9 & E9
\\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Bb9 & Eb9 & Bb9 & F9 & Gb9 & F9 & A9 & Bb9
\\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Bb9 & Eb9 & Bb9 & F9 & Gb9 & Bb9 & Bb9
\\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Bb9 & Eb9 & Gb9 & Bb9
\\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
Gb9 & Eb9 & C7(\#11) & F7(\#5) & Bb9 & A7(\#5) & Ab9 & G7(\#5)
\\
\end{array}
\]
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

Drums

Words by JOHNNY MERCER

Music by HAROLD ARLEN

Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER

Moderately Slow Swing \( \text{d}=88 \)

Toms

Crash Cym.

Ride Cym.
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BLUES IN THE NIGHT

Bass

Words by
JOHNNY MERCER

Music by
HAROLD ARLEN

Arranged by CALVIN CUSTER

Moderately Slow Swing \( \text{d-88} \)
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